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Abstract 

One aspect of institutional actors which has not been studied is the existence of opposing 

interests and factions within institutional actors. Opposing or vested interests are strategic 

political interests camouflaged as national interests. Opposing political interest has to do 

with whose interests are affected if a particular project is awarded to a particular project 

supplier; or who stands to or not benefit if the particular project is awarded to a particular 

project supplier. Different factions or interests within institutional actors may create 

turbulence for project marketing in various ways- stall the project moving into the 

implementation stage, outright cancellation, or being re-awarded to new bidders. This paper 

is to draw attention to the existence of the problem and therefore calls for research activities 

as a way of helping international project marketing firms make successful project marketing 

in Nigeria and other developing countries sharing similar characteristics with Nigeria. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



INTRODUCTION 

With the growing importance of the recognition that relationships with political actors such 

as governments can be critical to foreign market activity (Welch and Wilkinson, 2004:216), 

understanding and managing opposing interests of these powerful actors can be crucial. 

Political (or ‘institutional’) actors which include bureaucrats, government ministers, members 

of parliament, opposition parties, interest groups and the media (e.g. Hadjikhani and 

Håkansson, 1996) can help form or change the business network with which they are 

connected through facilitating or disruptive activities (Welch and Wilkinson, 2004:218).  

One aspect of institutional actors which has not been studied is the existence of opposing 

interests and factions within institutional actors. Opposing or vested interests are strategic 

political interests camouflaged as national interests. Opposing political interest has to do 

with whose interests are affected if a particular project is awarded to a particular project 

supplier; or who stands to or not benefit if the particular project is awarded to a particular 

project supplier. Our secondary case data of a Nigerian project shows that different factions 

or interests within institutional actors may create turbulence for project marketing in various 

ways- stall the project moving into the implementation stage, outright cancellation, or being 

re-awarded to new bidders. This paper assesses the existence of a political action called the 

opposing interest in project awards in the Nigerian business environment.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Because project markets are characterized by the intervention of numerous business actors 

and also non-business actors (Owusu and Welch, 2007; Hadjikhani & Thilenius, 2005), with 

the attendant  potentials and risk created for international project marketing from the host 

environment, researchers have begun to recognize the effect of the milieu especially the 

political risk on the success of project marketing operations (Hadjikhani, 1998; 2000; 

Hadjikhani and Häkansson, 1996; Hadjikhani and Ghauri, 2001; Luqmani et al., 1988; 

Ramamurti, 2003; Salmi, 2000; Hadjikhani, Lee and Ghauri, 2008; Doh and Ramamurti, 

2003; Hadjikhani and Sharma, 1999; Welch and Wilkinson, 2004) and particularly the role of 

non-business actors in the success or failure of project supplier (Skaates, Tikkanen, & 

Lindblom, 2002:401). However, stakeholder management is focused on those interests and 

actors who affect, or in turn, are affected by the corporation. Stakeholders’ interests may be 

aligned with those of the host government, of the MNC, or may reflect a combination of both 

or neither (Doh and Ramamurti, 2003:249). 

Political behaviour is understood as an interaction that is embedded in the relationships 

between MNCs and political actors (Hadjikhani, 2000:93). Though it was pointed out that 

political risks for project-selling firms has not been thoroughly studied by Hadjikhani, 

(1998:235), in comparison to other modes like FDI and JV, international political factors and 

behaviours can be found in the studies (Robinson, 1964; Behrman, 1971; Moran, 1973; 

Vernon, 1971; Hadjikhani and Ghauri, 2001) and IB political behaviour (Behrman & Grosse, 

1990; Brewer, 1993; Boddewyn and Brewer, 1994; Doz, 1979; Fagre & Wells, 1982; 

Gladwin & Walter, 1980; Gomez-Casseres, 1990; Kobrin, 1987; Ring, Lenway, & Govekar, 

1990; Rugman & Verbeke, 1990; Hadjikhani, 1998; Hadjikhani, 2000; Hadjikhani and 

Sharma, 1999; Hadjikhani and Håkansson, 1996; Hadjikhani, Lee, & Ghauri, 2008), political 

embeddedness (Welch and Wilkinson, 2004) while Korbin (1982), Egelhoff (1988), Conner 

(1991), Kogut, (1991) Hadjikhani and Ghauri (2001) paid attention to the management of 

political actors with the presumption that management is a function of response to political 

environment but none is yet to focus on opposing or vested interests. 



Interestingly, Boddewyn and Brewer, (1994:119) noted that when IB topics were first 

researched in a policy-oriented manner, Fayerweather (1969) stressed "the accommodation of 

interests and the resolution of conflict" between international firms and political actors at 

home and abroad as one of the four key decision areas in this policy field. Similarly, the 

institutional perspective emphasizes the importance of local stakeholder relationships in 

embedding and anchoring the project in its host country’s environment (Miller and Lessard, 

2001; Flyvbjerg et al., 2003; Grün, 2004). Therefore, local stakeholder relationships can be 

considered as a means of managing unexpected events and the lack of local stakeholder 

relationships as a source of unexpected events (Aaltonen et al, 2010:568).  

From a strategic perspective, the marketing of a project-based firm thus focuses on the 

management of a firm's multiple relationships in a network of business and non-business 

actors (Tikkanen, 2006; Skaates & Tikkanen, 2003; Cova, Mazet, & Salle, 1996; Tikkanen, 

2006). There is need to develop embedded relationships with relevant regulatory agencies in 

the project marketing phase in order for the project to receive crucial permissions (Cova et 

al., 2002). The case used in showing the presence of opposing interests and how it affects 

project marketing and operation is the Manitoba management contract in Nigeria. 

Case Manitoba 

In 2012, a $23 million electricity transmission management project that had been awarded to 

Manitoba Hydro International (a Canadian firm), was suddenly cancelled. It took the 

intervention of the Canadian Government to get the Nigerian authorities to re-instate the 

contract (Leadership, 20 November, 2012).  

The deal that led to the engagement of Manitoba Hydro International to manage 

Transmission Company of Nigeria followed a long process that started in 2007 whereby 

Manitoba, a Canadian company and Power Grid of India had then submitted technical and 

financial bids which were being considered before the exit of President Obasanjo’s 

administration on May 29
th

 2007 (ThisDay, 28 Jan 2013). The result of the evaluation of the 

two technical proposals showed that only Manitoba Hydro International was able to meet the 

benchmark which led to its being appointed as the management contractor for Transmission 

Company of Nigeria. However, the project contract was signed between the Bureau of Public 

Enterprises (BPE) on behalf of the Federal Government and Manitoba in July 2012 with a 

commencement date of September 1, 2012 (ThisDay, 28 Jan 2013) but subsequently 

cancelled in November, 2012. 

The cancellation was largely due to the interest of some powerful players in the Bureau of 

Public Procurement (BPP) and the Power Ministry (Leadership, 20 November, 2012, 

ThisDay, November 16, 21, 2012). Some powerful Nigerians are behind the Power-grid 

Corporation of India and are trying to frustrate the whole process and "they are the ones 

behind the whole conspiracy." (Leadership, 20 November, 2012) and led Manitoba’s work at 

TCN been largely frustrated by strategic political interests camouflaged as national interests 

as well as desperate attempts to delete key management positions from the contract (ThisDay, 

28 Jan 2013). 

Pressure from the international community, especially the Canadian government, as well as 

from preferred bidders for the electricity generation companies forced the Nigerian 

government to reverse itself on the cancellation of the $23 million transmission management 

contract awarded to Manitoba Hydro International (Canadian firm), (Leadership, 20 

November, 2012) in December, 2012. 



How do opposing interests affect project marketing? Opposing interests create turbulence for 

project marketing by stalling projects moving into the implementation stage, outright 

cancellation, or being re-awarded to new bidders. 

Discussions 

The increasing complexity in the relationship between local governments and MNCs has 

influenced the way political risk is analysed in international marketing studies (Hadjikhani 

and Hakansson, 1996:432). In reality, successful projects show exceptional stakeholder 

management and potentially taking into account their needs and requirements (Cleland, 1986; 

Olander and Landin, 2005; Aaltonen and Sivonen, 2009) by following the process of 

stakeholder identification, classification, analysis, and management approach formulation 

(Miller and Olleros, 2001). The purported cancellation of the Manitoba contract lends 

credence to the extremely high level of political risks associated with doing business in 

Nigeria. If adequate efforts had been put to identifying and the ‘accommodation of interests 

and the resolution of conflict’ various interests as suggested by Fayerweather (1969), the 

crisis could had been avoided.  

Project marketing normally runs into difficulties simply because of failures on the part of the 

marketers to systematically identify and treat such latent opposing interests and in the end 

stall the project moving into the implementation stage, outright cancellation, or being re-

awarded to new bidders that would guarantee the protection of those opposing interests. 

Looking at the reasons being canvassed by the opposing groups to the project being awarded 

to Manitoba, it was claimed that it was solely awarded to the company without following due 

process which Doh and Ramamurti (2003:247) claimed as one of the reasons which projects 

run into the legitimacy problem. With reference to the case study, two firms were involved in 

the bidding process namely Manitoba, a Canadian company and Power Grid of India. 

Though, investors are understandably tempted to negotiate the best possible deals when 

considering infrastructure investments because sole-sourced agreements are especially 

attractive because they allow investors and governments to avoid lengthy negotiations and 

administrative procedures, and accelerate the project approval process concluded Doh and 

Ramamurti (2003:247). However, some argued that investors should avoid generous sole-

source (non-competitive) arrangements and other imbalanced contract features because they 

may ultimately destabilise support for the investment, and in so doing, invite the wrath of 

political and citizen groups (Doh and Ramamurti, 2003:247). But in the case of Manitoba, the 

process started as far back as 2007 with Power Grid Corporation of India Limited, Manitoba 

Hydro International of Canada and ESB International of Ireland in the game after which 

ESBI withdrew from the process. 

 

 

Future Research Directions 

A fundamental challenge confronting multinational enterprises (MNEs) from developed 

economies is whether their traditional ‘global strategy’ can be adapted with minimal changes 

to emerging economies.  A focus on emerging economies calls for more strategic attention 

and new business models built on how to identify and accommodate opposing interests 

camouflaged as national interest in projects. While the institution-based view is certainly 

applicable in developed economies, a focus on emerging economies is likely to generate more 

mileage for future research in IB strategy (Hoskisson et al., 2000; McMillan, 2007; Meyer & 

Peng, 2005; Peng, 2003; Wright et al., 2005). Opposing interests camouflaged as national 



interests in projects are not researched as of present because most of the project marketing 

research was done in the developed countries and so unaware of the existence of opposing 

interests posing as national interests. Research attention should be paid to the configuration of 

both the manifest and latent interests in projects. Since this problem is peculiar to the 

developing economies, research efforts should be focused on the existence of opposing or 

vested interests in projects in order to help international project marketing firms achieve 

success and not loose project deals due to hidden opposing interests. 
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